LIST OF PLATES

Pl 1. Bird's eye-view of Puruliya Plateau

Pl 2. A typical hill and plain landscape of plateau fringe western part
part of Bardhaman district.

Pl 3. For Landscape of Western Birbhum

Pl 4. As Extensive Laterite Block in Western Medinipur District

Pl 5. Gneissic Outcrop at Maithon, Bardhaman

Pl 6. Formation of Red Gravelly Soils Over Gneissic Bedrock in the Western
Plateau Fringe

Pl 7. Gully formation a common feature in the Plateau/Plateau Fringe
Tracts.

Pl 8. Tor Landscape of Hura P.S. (Puruliya district).

Pl 9. Gently undulating landscape of Medinipur West

Pl 10. Barind Tract of Gajolā P.S. (Maldah District)

Pl 11. Coastal Plain at Sagar Island, with the Bay of Bengal in the
Background.


Pl 13. Red Soils Developed on Tor Blocks, Western Birbhum.


Pl 15. Yellow Loam in Western Bardhaman.

Pl 16.


Pl 18. Clayey loams of Sagar P.S. (24-Parganas) with Saline Encrustation.

Pl 19. 'Jhor' or Minor Seasonal Streams in Puruliya District.
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PI 20. Dried up river bed of the Kaki with trickles of water in the western erosional plain.


PI 22. Hughli River demarcating western plains and delta region, Balagarh P.S.

PI 23. The dying Saraswati river, Hughli district.

PI 24. Silted up bed of the Bidyadhari river, once a mighty stream (24-Parganas South).

PI 25. Artificial embankments along the rivers result in raising of river bed. A view of Bidyadhari bed raised to the level of adjoining farmlands.

PI 26. The Chunakhali, at Old Maldah P.S.

PI 27. The meandering Mahanada River with Maldah town on its tank.

PI 28. The Tista River with its coarse bedload of pebbles and boulders, Darjiling district.

PI 29. The Kangsabati Reservoir at Mukutmanipur.

PI 30. The Kangsabati dam at Mukutmanipur.

PI 31. DVC Left Bank Main Canal.

PI 32. Water passing from Left Bank DVC canal through sluice gate to the adjoining fields Galsi P.S.

PI 33. Canal waters being stored in tanks for future use in dry season, Galsi P.S.

PI 34. DVC distributary canal in its lower reach, Dhamiakhali P.S.

PI 35. Kangsabati distributary canal along its lower reach, Goghat P.S.

PI 36. Irrigation canal being channelized through tunnels to overcome physical barriers, Medinipur West.

PI 37. Mechanism of river lift irrigation along Hughli River, Balagarh P.S.
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Pl 38. Minor mechanism of RLI from Damodar R at Pursurah P.S.

Pl 39. RLI along Churakhali R, Mubarakpur village, Old Maldah P.S.

Pl 40. River water being pumped into pipes that open out into field channels, Bidhangarh.

Pl 41. River water being pumped into open chambers through underground pipes, Mubarakpur, Old Maldah P.S.

Pl 42. River water being pumped into closed chambers through underground pipes, Balagarh P.S., Hugli district.

Pl 43. Shallow tube wells being used to extract river waters along the Damodar River, Pursurah P.S.

Pl 44. Diesel operated STW - a typical irrigation device of the eastern plains - Arambagh P.S.

Pl 45. Electricity operated STWs, launched in sheds in the urbanized Hugli district.

Pl 46. Lowering of STW devices due to falling ground water level during winter season - Goghat P.S. Hugli district.

Pl 47. A typical view of a Deep Tubewell set up - Hugli district.

Pl 48. 'Jhor' bundh irrigation at different levels - Puruliya district.

Pl 49. Tank irrigation in 'barind' tract.

Pl 50. Traditional tank used for irrigation and domestic uses.

Pl 51. Extensive marshy pockets created by seepage water from subtarranean fracture zones - Medinipur West.

Pl 52. Accumulated seepage water being channelized for irrigation - Medinipur West.
Pl 53. Boro on the right and wheat on the left at Mukutmanipur village.

Pl 54. Accumulated urban sewage being used for irrigation at the outskirts of Durgapur town.

Pl 55. Sewage water being used and channelised for irrigation.

Pl 56. Traditional dongas being used to lift water for irrigation.

Pl 57. Extensive patches of derelict land over laterite terrain.

Pl 58. Bamboo orchards competing with farm lands, irrigated and non-irrigated, in the plateau fringe areas.

Pl 59. Mango orchards cover substantial areas in the moribund riverine deltaic tracts.

Pl 60. Irrigated potato fields being the outcome of intensive irrigation facilities in multi-cropped zones, Wn. Hughli.

Pl 61. Intensive cultivation during winter in the highly irrigated Damodar-Hughli riverine plains.

Pl 62. Boro seedlings raised on dried up Mundeswari river bed.

Pl 63. Farmlands lying fallow during winter and summer in the non-irrigated tracts of Puruliya Dist.

Pl 64. Water stored in artificial channel has limited use in farming.

Pl 65. Cultivation of HYV Boro is now possible due to irrigation facilities in Bardhaman Dist.

Pl 66. Furrow irrigation is applied to raise Boro in nursery beds.
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PI 67. Level-border method of irrigation is practised for wheat cultivation.

PI 68. HYV wheat cultivation in Bardhaman Dist. with limited irrigation facilities.

PI 69. Initial sprinkling of water for irrigating potato.

PI 70. Ridge-furrow irrigation for potato cultivation.

PI 71. Level-border method of irrigation practised for vegetable cultivation.

PI 72. Level-border method of irrigation for raising ladies-finger.

PI 73. Bumper aman rice ready for harvesting.

PI 74. Tea plantation along terraced hill slopes in Darjiling Dist.

PI 75. INCHADIH, a village with forest, jhoras, barren lands and patches of aman fields.

PI 76. A view inside INCHADIH village.

PI 77. MOHANPUR, an unirrigated village of the plateau fringe.

PI 78. TILABAID, though officially a canal irrigated village, is receiving limited water in farming.

PI 79. ANDHARIYA village getting benefits of both canal and seepage water in farming.

PI 80. Farmlands get seepage water of Kangsabati reservoir at MUKUTMANIPUR village.

PI 81. Sewage water being used to irrigate boro fields at Amrai.

PI 82. Wheat cultivation in rabi season in the lowlying areas—Amrai.
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PI 83. An extensive sand bar along the coastal village of Beguakhali.

PI 84. Residual soil moisture being utilized for rabi vegetables - Uttarpara Nij.

PI 85. Taldi, an unirrigated village beside the Bidyadhari, a tidal river.

PI 86. Potato cultivation in the relatively irrigated village - Dighirpur.

PI 87. Localized patches of boro fed by tanks in the humid, coastal tracts, Dighirpar.

PI 88. Limited farming in the unirrigated barind tract - Misipur.

PI 89. Extensive boro cultivation with STW irrigation in the moribund riverine tracts of old Maldah P.S.

PI 90. Vegetable cultivation at Paranpur by river life irrigation.

PI 91. Isolated patches of vegetables and boro grown along the dead Saraswati Nadi.

PI 92. Multiple cropping possible by STW irrigation - Saota.

PI 93. Tanrai, more benefited from STW rather than the Kangsabati canal.

PI 94. At Narayanpara water is stored by DTW facilities and is later utilized for successful cultivation.

PI 95. A typical DTW irrigated village scape of Narayanpara.

PI 96. Paraj and multicropped village alongside the head reach of the DVC main branch canal.
PI 97. Manikbazar adjacent to Paraj but deprived of canal waters due to higher location.

PI 98. Boro cultivation confined to the DTW command area - Hoera.

PI 99. Potato cultivation at canal irrigated portion at Hoera North.

EL 100. Difference in micro relief influences irrigation techniques and associated cropping pattern - Sibaichandi.

EL 101. DVC sluice gate at Hoera.

EL 102. Irrigated rabi crops along minor DVC canal - W. Ramnagar.

EL 103. Banana cultivation along Kunti R with RLI - Narayanpara.

EL 104. Hussainpur still remains backward due to her inability to use canal water.

EL 105. Deforestation observed in the right hand side, in the upper catchment of the Kangsabati.

EL 106. Gully plugging, a device to arrest siltation - Puruliya dt.

EL 107. Silting up of canal beds and invading of vegetation.

EL 108. Progressive silting up of canal beds - Tilabaid.

EL 109. Canal water needs to be lifted by power pumps in the moribund riverine plains - Haripal P.S.

EL 110. Excess monsoon water being collected along low lying areas for future use in the drought prone areas.

EL 111. Minor irrigation sites selected at ecologically suitable spots, in the drought prone plateau area - Pawra Phari.

PI 112. Hanumantha river being dammed in the foothill zone of Puruliya dt.
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Pl 113. Pumping of groundwater for irrigation during dry season needs shifting of the entire STW system at lower depths - Goghat P.S.

Pl 114. Hardy cereals being introduced in regions of deficient soil moisture in the Barind tract - a typical dry farming technique.

Pl 115. Terraced farming in hillslopes to check landslides - Darjiling.

Pl 116. Encrustation of saline layers on fallow lands in the coastal areas of 24 Parganas South - a common feature during the dry season.


Pl 118. Embankments along tidal channels constructed to combat salinity problem.

Pl 119. Residual soil moisture being used for vegetable cultivation in the non-irrigated saline areas.

Pl 120. Detached sections of river beds termed 'khals' recently being re-dug for irrigation - Sagar P.S.